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Smart Optical RAM for Fast Information Management and Analysis
I. Project Overview
1.1 Statement of Problem
Instruments for high speed and high capacity in-situ data identification, classification and
storage capabilities are needed by NASA for the information management and analysis of
extremely large volume of data sets in future space exploration, space habitation and utilization,
in addition to the various missions to planet-earth programs. Parameters such as communication
delays, limited resources, and inaccessibility of human manipulation require more intelligent,
compact, low power, and light weight information management and data storage techniques.
New and innovative algorithms and architecture using photonics will enable us to meet these
challenges. The technology has applications for other government and public agencies.
1.2 Solution of the Problem
In this NASA Advanced Concept Fellow Program, we have proposed and investigated a
totally new and innovative optical random-access memory (RAM) system. Comparing to the
digital RAM in electronic computers, the optical RAM has much broader capabilities. The
optical RAM can be used not only for the storage of an extremely large amount of information
and fast random-access to the data but also for pattern classification and interconnections in
future advanced computers.
Information
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An optical random-access memory (RAM) system block diagram.
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ThenewopticalRAM isconceptuallyillustratedin Fig. 1.Theinformationinput I in a2-
D imageor dataformat is carriedby a collimatedlaserbeamandappliedthrougha sequenceof
multiple stagesof cascadedholographicoptical elements(HOE) and shutterarraysdenotedby
the H blocks. The HOE in H1 will divide and replicate the input I into an array of hlxhl
identical images.The shutterarray in H1 is electronicallycontrolledwhich can let any of the
(hl) 2 replicaof I passingthroughthe optical system.The subsequentH blocks have similar
functionsandcapabilities.Henceat the outputof theblock Hn, (hlh2.......hn)2 replicaof I will
appearin a Fouriertransformarrayat planeF.For example,if 2 stagesof H areusedwith h1=9
andh2=5, (45)2= 2,025Fouriertransformsof I canbeobtainedat planeF. If 4 stagesof H are
usedwith h l=h3=9 andh2=h4=5,(9x5x9x5)2--4,100,625Fouriertransformsof I canbestoredat
planeF. If the input dataarepeople'sfaces,thenall thefacesof anyoneof mostof thecities in
theworld canbememorizedin theoptical RAM. Furthermore,randomaccessibleretrievalcan
beachievedat the speedof light! The memorycanbeaccessedby simultaneousswitching the
shutterarrays.
1.3 Potential Applications
In contrast to the conventional optical correlators that can process only one channel at a
given instant, the proposed optical RAM can memorize tens of thousands of channels of 2-D
information of on the order of megabytes and retrieve information accurately at the speed of
light. Partial information input can recall complete information from the optical RAM. These
unique abilities of the optical RAM allow it to be applied to many current fields of interest,
including parallel database search, image and signal understanding and synthesis, real-time
multi-sensory target recognition and classification, and parallel optical interconnections for
future computers. These areas are of importance to NASA's future space exploration, space
habitation and utilization, in addition to the various missions to planet-earth programs and many
commercial applications including fingerprints identification for police and FBI and optical
interconnections for future computers.
For purpose of demonstration, one example of these applications is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2(a) shows how memorization in the optical RAM is accomplished by placing the objects as
represented by the satellite and space shuttle in the view of a video camera. Over tens of
thousands of 2-D data can be stored. Microprocessors may be used to control the random access
to any data set from the memory. After the optical RAM memorizes all the images presented to
it, it becomes smart. When input such as a partial and noisy space shuttle as shown in Fig. 2(b),
is presented to it, the smart RAM can recover and display at the output screen the perfectly
retrieved image. In addition, the optical RAM can be used to recognize input and tells us whether
it belongs to the memory. For example, if the fingerprints of FBI's most wanted criminals are
stored in the memory, the RAM can determine whether an arbitrary input fingerprint belongs to
one of the criminals. This can be done remotely and the optical RAM can make decision at the
speed of light!
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In summary,a few potentialNASA andcommercialapplicationsaresummarizedbelow:
NASA Applications
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
Planetary exploration in-situ data analysis and information screening
Space surveillance specific object identification and navigation guidance
Space image understanding and classification
Space station automated rendezvous and docking
Space habitation and utilization environmental evaluation and assessment
Navigation collision avoidance in Moon and Mars
Satellite repair, maintenance and sensing
Commercial applications
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
Criminal fingerprints random access memory and retrieval for police
Security check of commercial building entrances
Automobile plate identification
Large capacity free space interconnection for future computers
Border patrol and illegal drug traffic prevention
1.4 Innovation of the Work
Comparing with existing technology can show the innovation. For example, the operation
of a digital computer requires that data can be stored and retrieved as desired, and information
can be put randomly into and out of each storage element as required. A digital RAM is used for
this purpose. However, according to Professor Jacob Millman of Columbia University, a major
disadvantage of the digital RAM is that it is volatile. Due to the fact that dynamic circuits are
exclusively used for large storage capacity, stored information is lost when the power is turned
off. The proposed optical RAM has some functions of a digital RAM but is non-volatile. When
the laser light is turned off, the memory remains in the hologram. Similar optical technology for
memory are limited to single channel operation with limited data throughput data processing
capacity, the proposed optical RAM has good sensitivity, high resolution, speed-of-light photon
processing, massive parallelism, accurate smart retrieval, and real-time operation capability.
1.5 Concept Impact
The optical RAM, which is quite different from the electronic RAM, displays a higher
level capability of optical multiplexing a 2D input and comparing it with many different
reference data sets, and can create an oscillatory optical resonance mode in which input variation
and error can be eliminated. As erasable optical recording materials such as the thermoplastic
material and photorefractive materials are used, the information will remain in the memory until
the writing of new information into the system. In addition to the conventional memory
capability similar to a digital RAM, it has the added capability of parallel pattern classification
for information management that the digital RAM does not have. For NASA, the impact of the
concept on increased automation and increased efficiency in information management based on
the optical RAM means that previously impossible missions are enabled.
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Figure 2. Example of the applications of an optical RAM. (a) Memory process;
(b) Information retrieval.
II. Description of the Project
2.1 Project Objective
For the purpose of serving future NASA space exploration, space habitation and
utilization, in addition to the various missions to planet-earth programs, we have investigated a
new and innovative optical random-access memory (RAM) with high data throughput parallel
free space optical holographic interconnection and memory capabilities for fast information
management and analysis.
2.2 Theoretical Background
To further illustrate the concept as shown in Fig. 3, multi-channel pattern recognition
architecture utilizing a cascade combination of a Dammann grating and a holographic lens is
shown in Fig. 4. A laser beam from an Argon ion laser is divided into two beams, an object beam
and a reference beam, by a beam splitter. The object beam is collimated by a spatial filter and
lens L1 combination and is replicated by a Dammann grating into a (2M+l) x (2M+I) array of
beams, where M is the maximum diffraction order of the Dammann grating. The object beam
array illuminate the input pattern and are then Fourier transformed by the lens L2 at its focal
plane where selection shutter array 1 is placed. The input pattern array can be Fourier
transformed by lens L3 and be replicated into a (2N+l) x (2N+l) array, where N is maximum
order of the holographic lens, and Fourier transformed again by the holographic lens at its focal
plane where selection shutter array 2 is placed. The lenses L4 and L5 are used to perform the
Fourier transform to yield the (2M+l) 2 x (2N+l) 2 array at the L5 focal plane as shown in Fig. 3
where the holographic matched filter is recorded. The reference beam is collimated by a spatial
filter and lens L combination and interferes with the object beam at the matched filter plane.
A theoretical analysis of the multi-channel system in Fig. 3 is described below.
A. Amplitude distribution at pIane P2 (Fourier plane of L2)
The object is illumined by an array of beams diffracted by the Dammann grating and is
Fourier transformed by lens L2 onto its Fourier plane P2 where an aperture is set to select only
(2M+l) x (2M+l) equally bright central diffraction orders. The amplitude distribution at P2 is a
(2M+ 1) x (2M+ 1) array of Fourier transforms of the object by lens L2
S2(fx, fy ) a M M __L )5(fy _La) * Y)]
2 ma=-Mna=-M d (1)
u M m n a
A E EiV2 m:-M.:-M
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Figure 3 The experimental setup of a multi-channel pattern recognition architecture
utilizing a cascade combination of a Dammann Grating and a holographic
lens.
where l is the wavelength of the laser, A is a constant associated with the input wave amplitude,
f2 is the focal length of lens L 2, and 1/L d is the periodic of the Dammann Grating in frequency
domain. Fn[] denotes the Fourier transform by lens Ln (n=l, 2 .... ),
O(f,,fy) = F2{O(x, y)}= j_ O(x, y)exp[-j2_(f,x+ f,.y)]dxdy (2)
where fx and fy are the special frequencies: fx=X2/(lf2) and fy=Y2/(If2), and (x2, Y2) are points in
plane P2. The amplitude distribution at P2 can also be expressed in terms of the position at plane
P2
7
s :-_ Y-_
U2(x2, Y2) = 2, _f2' _'-f2"
_ A M _ md)5(y 2 _f2 na )
-
raa=-M na =-M
:V,
,6(2z, y_.a) (3)
V_V2
Where
1 M M
Ma(xvy2)= (_'f2) 2 __, _., 8(x2-_.-_md)_(y2-_-_.n
..,=-M.,=-M La Ld d)
(4)
B. Amplitude distribution at Fourier plane of lens L3
A lens L 3 is placed at distance f3 from plane P2. Due to the input at plane P2, the
amplitude distribution at Fourier plane of lens L3 may be written as
I
s,(G, f,,) = _ F,:G(x2,y_)l
A
- FJ Md(X 2, Y2)}" F3F2{ O(x, y)}
(5)
The amplitude distribution Eq. (5) can also be expressed in terms of the position at Fourier plane
of lens L3, that is
-- d, a: , ): )'O(-- Xr-- Y J)(v?(v,) .., ..,
(6)
where /l)a(f_,fy)= F3[Md(X, y)}.
C. Amplitude distribution at Fourier plane of the holographic lens
The holographic lens Fourier transforms the input U3(x3, Y3) to a (2N+l) x (2N+l) array
of spectrum onto its Fourier transform plane. The amplitude distribution is
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Sh(f_vf,,,)-jV h _-_ 2 5(Ls L^m Lh
m^=-N n_=-N
N N In n_
: A _ E E 5(fxs-'z_h)5(fy'- Lh )J(Ve )(V3 )( L ) m:-U,_=-N
A
_y,)}X 3 ,
A N N
j(V,)(V,)(zA). ,. & L.
*FhFff Ma(xv Ye)} * F, Fff O(_f2 ,_)}
(7)
The amplitude distribution Eq. (7) can also be expressed in terms of the position at
Fourier plane of the holographic lens, that is
Uh(xh, Yh) = S (_'ff-_',"¢_")
'V_V.
_ A 1 NN _
- j(;_f2)(Zf3)(M ) (kfh), __, ___ _(x, - mh)_(y , -- n,)
rtl_=- N n_ =- N
•M ,-f' x ,_.h., ,, 0(---_ __.A_
a, fh ' L :h" _,f2A xh' _,LL y^)
=- A Mh(Xh,Yh).Ma(__fhXh,_fhyh).-f_.._X hj(_.f2)(_.L )(_,fh) - O(- xf2f h ,
(8)
wherefh is the focal length of the holographic lens, l/Lh is the periodic of the holographic lens in
frequency domain, and
u u _._
I Z Z _)(xh- m_,)_)(y h kfh
Mh (xh' Yh ) - (Tvfh)2 ,,,:-N,,:-u -"-_ nh )
(9)
D. Amplitude distribution at Matched fiIter Plane
L4 and L5 are a pair of lenses with same focal length. Lens L4 is placed at distance f4 =f5
from the Fourier plane of the holographic lens and lens I-,5 is placed 2f4 from lens L4. The
matched filter plane is at the focal plane of lens L5. The amplitude distribution at matched filter
plane can be expressed as
1
U,,,(x,,,, y,,,) =-_-"7"_2 FsF4{Uh(xh, Yh)]
t_ J4
(10)
since f4 =f5, then
9
1U_(x_. ym)=--_Uh(-x...-Y,_)
A
-- J(kf2)(_f3)(_'fh)(_f4) 2 Mh(-x_'-Ym) * Me( f-}'Jhx,.. Ym)
,O, L x f_L , (ll)
where (x m, Ym) is the position at matched filter plane. It can be seen that the amplitude
distribution at the matched filter plane is a (N x N) with (M x M) array of the Fourier transforms
of the object
6(L,f,)= F2[O(x,Y)}= IIO( x, y)expt-j2rt(f_x + f_y)ldxdy
with
f_ _....fd._x andfy =---_y,_
- V,A " V2A
E. Recording of the Holographic Matched fiIter
In the recording of the holographic matched filter, two selection arrays are placed at the
plane P2 and at the Fourier plane of the holographic lens, respectively. The selection arrays are
set that only one order from the Dammann grating or the holographic lens is selected to go
through while other orders are blocked. Once the order (ml, nl) from Dammann grating and the
order (m2, n2) from holographic lens are selected, the amplitude distribution at the matched filter
plane, or Eq. (11), becomes
A 5(-x_ _--_fmQ_(-y m _'-_tn'
U_(x,..Y,.)=j(Tkf2),O_f_)O_fh)30_f4)2 - Lh - Lh 21
*5( x m-Lam,)o_fhy,,,- _ n,) O(La _'Lfh "' _fh y-)
_ axf_ _(_Xm_Xfhm2)_(_ym_Xfhn )j(_L)_(_L)"(V,)_ L_ L_
*5(Xm -_f-_m )_(Y,,-_Jhn, )*O( fj .f_-g-_ Ym)
(12)
2.3 Research Results
The latest results of the research are included in the preprint of a manuscript as shown
below. Other results including papers published and patent application are included in the
appendixes.
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Abstract. The multi-stage holographic optical random-access memory (HORAM) system
reported recently by Liu et al provides a new degree of freedom for improving the storage
capacity. In this paper we further presented theoretical and practical analysis on the HORAM
system with experimental results. Our discussions included the system design and geometrical
requirements, its applications for multi-channel pattern recognition and associate memory, the 2-
D and 3-D information storage capacity, and the multi-channel image storage and retrieval via
Vander Lugt correlator (VLC) filters and joint transform holograms. A series of experiments
have been perforrried to demonstrate the feasibility of the multi-channel pattern recognition and
image retrieval with both of the VLC and joint transform correlator (JTC) architectures. The
experimental results with as many as 2025 channels have shown good agreement with the
theoretical analysis.
Subject terms: multi-stage holographic optical random-access memory system; holographic
storage; optical pattern recognition; image storage and retrieval; optical information processing.
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1 Introduction
Opticaldatastorageandpatternrecognitionaretwo importantandrelatedareasin modemoptics.
For thepurposeof opticalpatternrecognition,a varietyof architecturesandtechniqueshavebeen
developed,which aremainlycategorizedinto VanderLugt correlator(VLC)TM and joint transform
correlator (JTC) 5-8systems. Optical data storage offers inherent 2-D parallelism and high speed
processing. It may enable one to construct a holographic database with a large number of image
templates optically accessible and applicable for
recognition, image retrieval, and associate memory.
different applications including pattern
In order to increase the image storage and
recognition capability of a system, several methods have been proposed and experimentally
demonstrated. These include the composite filter synthesis 9'° and multiplexing techniques with the
use of a volume recording element'"2°. The latter approach has been considered as one of the most
successful and promising techniques for data storage. For example, Heanue et al demonstrated the
storage and retrieval of digital data using a volume hologram _2, Mok reported that over thousands
of holograms can be stored in a lithium niobate crystal via angular multiplexing '3, and Pu et al
reported the storage of up to one thousand holograms at a single location using the DuPont 100-
l.tm-thick photopolymer 2°. In these techniques, either the volume effect of a 3-D recording device
or the one-stage spectrum multiplexing is used to enhance the storage capacity of a given system.
More recently, Liu et al presented a multi-stage holographic optical random-access memory
(HORAM) system 2_'22, which has advantages including higher storage capacity over a single stage
system.
In this paper we will discuss the design principles of the multi-stage HORAM system for its
practical applications. We will introduce a few architectures for different applications and, for the
first time, present new and more detailed experimental demonstration results of multi-channel
13
patternrecognitionandreconstructionwith theuseof a two-stageHORAM systemincludingVLC
and JTC arrangements.The resultshaveverified the feasibility and usefulnessof a multi-stage
multi-channelHORAM system.
2 Theoretical analyses
2.1 Geometrical considerations for spectrum array generation and separation
A multi-stage HORAM system is composed of several stages cascaded in tandem. The use of
many stages in a system can greatly increase the spectrum multiplexing capacity, but it also
introduces the complication in the interconnection between any two succeeding stages. In order to
ensure that all the spectra of different orders in the final spatial spectrum plane are properly
separated, the optical arrangement of a HORAM system should satisfy certain geometrical
requirements. In the following we will discuss these requirements for a two-stage HORAM
system.
The working principle of a two-stage HORAM system may be schematically expressed in
Fig. 1, where (a), (b) and (c) are the optical setup and the spectral distributions in planes F and H,
respectively. The light from a point coherent source, S, becomes a plane wave after passing
through collimator L_, and then illuminates the object transparency, O, which is in close contact
with a Dammann grating, G. The first spectrum array is obtained at the back focal plane F of lens
L2. The grating G may produce many diffraction orders in plane F. By inserting a rectangular
opening aperture we can select only MxM central diffraction orders and block the higher orders. A
combination of lens L3 and a multi-focus hololens, Lh, images plane F onto plane H. In plane H the
spectrum is further multiplexed to a (MxM)x(NxN) array, where the NxN multiplexing is
produced by the hololens.
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If we assumetheDammanngratinghasthesamespatialfrequencyVdin thex andy directions,
the lengthof onesideof theMxM spectrumarrayin planeFcanbedecidedby
D: = D_ = D_, = M,;t,f2Vd , (1)
where _, is the wavelength of the laser, and f2 is the focal length of lens Lz. This pattern is
magnified in plane H by a factor
fh
A - (2)f3'
and the hololens I__ further replicates the magnified M x M spectrum array to N x N arrays with
a spacing
Dh = _,Vh fh, (3)
where f3 and fh are the focal lengths of L3 and l_,h, respectively, and Vh is the spatial frequency of
the hololens. Obviously, in order to separate different orders in plane H, we need
Dh > AD:, (4)
that is
f,
vh > M ''Vd, (5)f3
or, if we use the parameter A,
A < fhVh (6)
Mf2Vd
Actually the planes F and H are not necessarily placed in the front focal plane of L3 and back
focal plane of Lh, respectively. What we need here is the multiple imaging function, which can
be performed by either a single multi-focus hololens or a combination of a multi-focus hololens
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and anotherconventionallens,asshownin Fig.2 (a) and (b).
from F to H maybewritten
dh
A-
d t
The requirements similar to Eqs. (5) and (6) may then be written as
vh > M f2 va
d/
and
In both cases the magnification
(7)
(8)
dhvh
A < _, (9)
Mf2va
or equivalently
> Mflva.d: (10)
V^
We can see that the changes here are the substitutions of t'3 and fh by df and dh, respectively.
We may use Eq. (10) to adjust the magnification of the imaging system to ensure spectrum
separation. In the exact matching case where the equal sign is used in all the above expressions,
we will obtain an equal spacing (N x N) x (M x M) spectrum array in plane H.
The size of the M x M spectrum array in plane F has been given in Eq. (I). In case of exact
matching, the (N x N) x (M x M) spectrum array in H has the size D x D, where
D = N-"D:'4_ = MN2f_va d--L (11)
d/ d/
The use of a Dammann grating sets a resolution limit on the input image. The maximum
transitive spatial frequency in object plane is half of yd. Increasing Vd may improve the object
resolution, but it also yields a larger spectrum size D as indicated by Eq. (11). In practice, D has
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a limit, thereforeall the parameterssuchas M, N andvd are limited to a certainrangeby the
availabilityof usablespace.
2.2 Multi.channel pattern storage and recognition with VanderLugt correlator
An architecture of a multi-channel VanderLugt-correlator-based two-stage HORAM system is
shown in Fig.3, where F_ and F2 are the first and second spectrum planes respectively. An
additional imaging arrangement from plane F2 to plane H is used here for the convenience of
placing the shutter array in plane F2 We may record MNxMN different spectra in plane H by
using two shutter arrays at planes FI and F2, respectively, only a single aperture in each shutter
array is open when each input image is applied. Assume the same reference beam is used in the
recording process for all the input images and all the apertures of the shutters are opened
simultaneously in the correlation step. Applying an arbitrary input Oij among the memorized
images, we will obtain one autocorrelation term and (M2N2-1) crosscorrelation terms in the
center of plane P (i.e., the focus of the reference beam). The resultant correlation output is
MN MN
uc =o,j ®o,j +  2o.. ®o,,. (12)
m,n=l k,l=l
m.n,k,l_i.j.i,j
where ® denotes correlation. Although the first term in the above equation is considerably larger
than any other, the combination of the other terms will be larger than the first one due to the
large number MZN 2. Therefore this setup is not usable for large capacity pattern recognition.
There are two remedying means to circumvent this problem.
First, we may open the shutter aperture sequentially for a given input pattern while
observing the correlation output in plane P. The position of the opened aperture corresponding
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to the maximum correlation reveals the specific input object. Evidently we must scan the whole
shutter aperture array for each input image, and it takes a minimum time period of
T= M2N2'r, (13)
where • is the time required for the detection of the correlation peak. This time is dependent on
some practical factors such as the recording material and the detecting device. If a CCD of a
response time of 10 ms is used for correlation peak detection, T would be 10 seconds for
MZN2=10 3. This should be acceptable for some practical applications, but not fast enough for
high-speed recognition and high data transfer operation.
An effective approach to solve this problem is to use the reference beam angular
multiplexing technique. In this method we employ a different angle for each reference beam
with each shutter aperture which is opened successively for each different input image in the
recording process. The different reference beams form a focal array in plane P. In the correlation
process all the shutter apertures are opened simultaneously for a given input, and the location of
the brightest spot in P identifies the recognized input pattern. This technique can work much
faster compared to the fixed reference beam method, but it is at the expense of using a
complicated angle-adjusting recording system.
In the above analysis we have assumed that a planar hologram is used. In fact we may also
use 3-D holographic recording materials such as the photorefractive crystals _3for making the
matched filters. The volume effects of a 3-D recording material enable us to realize angular
multiplexing recording for each individual spectrum position. This property adds one more
dimension to the storage capacity of the device, which may be estimated as follows.
For a Dammann grating with spatial frequency Vd, the minimum resolvable size in the object
plane is 1/vd, and the information amount per binary input page is (DoVd)2 bits, where Do is the
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dimensionof input image(assumeDox=Doy= Do). Since a 2-D recording plate can store (MN) 2
images, the storage capacity should be
C=(MN):(DoVd) 2 (14)
bits, provided the lens aperture is large enough to transmit the spatial frequency yd. On the other
hand, for a 3-D device, there may be KxL holograms recorded by angular multiplexing for each
spectrum position, where K and L are the angular changes in x and y directions respectively.
Consequently the storage capacity is increased up to
C_ = (MN)2 KL(DoVd )2 (15)
bits. The values of K and L are mainly determined by the thickness of the crystal. Other
limitations to MN and KL are the dimensions of the recording device and related optical
elements.
For an example, assume Do=25 mm, v_=15/mm, M=9, N=5, then the storage capacity of this
2-D recording system is C=2.8x108 bits. For making sufficient spectra separation in the 3-D
recording with a crystal, we may reduce MN to, for instance, 4x4-16, and take a reasonable
value of KL to be 10 2 ~ 103 , the resultant storage capacity Cv is 3.6x10 9 - 10_°bits for a crystal of
1 cm 3 . In comparison, the best result obtained recently by IBM using a single stage system with
a photorefractive crystal 23 is 8.5×10 7 bits/cm 3. Hence, the multi-stage architecture can provide a
new degree of freedom for improving the storage capacity.
2.3 Multi-channel associate memory
Conceptually an associate memory may be realized with the use of a nonlinear threshold element
for feedback retrieval via a phase conjugate mirror (PCM). A viable architecture is shown in
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Fig.4 wherethe multi-stageHORAM systemis simplified asa spectrumreplicationsystem.A
PCM is locatedin planePc andeachfilter in planeH is sequentiallymadefor a differentobject
andwith a different referenceangle. Whena partial imagecorrespondingto one of the stored
imagesis appliedto the input, a bright spot will appearat a properposition (the focus of its
recordingreferencebeam)in planePc. As a nonlinear and feedback device, the PCM reflects
only this beam and suppresses all other beams. The reflected light will form a plane wave,
conjugate to the original reference beam, and then generate a more complete image at the output
plane via a beam splitter.
Although this concept is simple, the practical limitation seems to be the availability of a high-
quality PCM with an effective aperture large enough to cover the whole correlation array.
2.4 Multi-channel joint transform hologram and image retrieval
The basic concept of making joint transform hologram (JTH) in a multi-channel system is
illustrated in Fig.5 (a), where two input images are placed side by side in plane Pin. Their joint
transform spectrum, which appears at the central region of the Fourier plane H, is recorded in a
holographic medium.
With the use of a multi-stage HORAM system for spectrum replication, a multi-channel JTH
can be made, where each element hologram in one position of the spectrum array corresponds to
a specific pair of input images. As many as (MN) 2 image pairs can be recorded in a 2-D
holographic medium. This multi-channel JTH may then be used for joint transform correlation
(JTC) or image retrieval. For the purpose of JTC, we can use a plane wave to illuminate the JTH
and obtain two correlation terms at the two opposite sides of the output plane located at the back
focal plane of a Fourier transform lens behind the JTH. Since the location of the correlation spot
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is only determinedby thespatialseparationbetweenthetwo input imagesandindependentof the
elementlocationin theJTH, the correlationoutputsof all the JTH elementsoverlap if they are
illuminated simultaneously.To avoid this effect, the JTH elements should be scanned
successively(oneby one)byusinganelectricalshutterarraysystem.
The abovescanningtechniqueis also applicablefor imageretrieval. In this casewe store
(MN)2 imagepairs (a, bj) ( i,j=l - MN) at differentpositionsof thehologramH, andthen input
one imagea_and scanall the elementsin the JTH. When the JTH element(i,j) is open,the
reconstructedimagebjappearsat theoutputplaneasshownin Fig.5(b).
As we indicatedabove,althoughthesuccessivescanningrequirementmay seta limit on the
operation speed, the use of a high-speeddetector will decreasethe operation time and
consequentlyincreasethedataprocessingspeed.
3 Experimental demonstrations
3.1 Geometrical parameters of the optical setup
Our experimental setup of a two-stage HORAM system is shown in Fig.6, where G is a 9x9
Dammann grating with Vd =6.74/mm, and Lh is a 5×5 loci off-axis hololens. An off-axis hololens
can be modeled by a combination of a prism for beam deflection, a conventional lens for beam
focusing, and a 2-D orthogonal phase grating for focus multiplexing. As verified by our
experiments, the equivalent grating spatial frequency of this hololens and its focal length for
_.=514.5nm are vh =19.7/mm and fh =32.1cm respectively. Using M=9 and fe=20cm in our case,
we determined df >61.6cm from Eq.(10) for spectrum separation. In practice no serious overlap
was seen in the range of df >_60cm. An example photograph showing the well-separated
45×45=2025 spatial spectra obtained in plane H is given in Fig.7. The experimental parameters
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we measuredunderexactmatchingcondition are df=61.5cm,dh=69.5cm, Df = 6.3 mm, and
D=36.6 mm. From these parameters we have (1/df +1/dh )-i =32.6cm, and the Eqs. (1) and (11)
give Df=6.24mm and D=35.3mm. These results have shown a good agreement between our
theoretical predictions and experimental measurements.
3.2 Multi.channel pattern storage and recognition
To verify the feasibility of the two-stage HORAM system for pattern storage and recognition, the
optical setup shown in Fig.6 was used to make the multi-channel VanderLugt filters. The light
source is an Ar ÷ laser delivering about 0.8w power at 514.5nm. The test images are two letters, S
and C, as shown in Fig.8. A plane wave is incident normally upon the combination of the object
transparency and the Dammann grating. At plane F a square aperture is used to let only the
central 9x9 array to pass through. After multiple imaging via the 5x5 foci hololens, we get the
second spectrum array in plane H with 2025 individual and spatially-separated spectra. A plane
reference beam is introduced to record the filters. The recording position in plane H may be
chosen by using two circular apertures in planes F and H to pass only the selected spectrum
order. First we select the (0,0) order in plane F and (-1,-1) order in plane H, the recording
medium used is a Kodak 649F plate. Two filters were made with input letter S and C (one letter
for each) respectively, and the exposure time is about 1/5 second. The correlation results with
these two filters are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. Figure 9 corresponds to filter #1 made with letter S,
where the left and right are autocorrelation for input S and crosscorrelation for input C,
respectively. Obviously the former is much stronger than the latter, and their intensity ratio is
about 6 to 1. Figure 10 shows similar results for filter #2 made with letter C, the autocorrelation
is about 8 times stronger than the crosscorrelation.
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To test the recognitioncapability of any non-centralspectrumorder, we next selectedthe
(3,1)orderin planeF and(1,-1)orderin planeH to recordfilters #3 and#4 for the input images
S andC successively.TheRussianmadeFPR holographicplateswere used with an exposure
time of approximately1.5seconds.The correspondingcorrelationresultsareshownin Figs.11
and 12 for the two filters respectively.We can still clearly see that the intensity of
autocorrelationis much higher than that of the crosscorrelationin each case.So if a proper
thresholdintensityis chosen,the input patterncanbe recognizedwithout anydifficulty, andall
the2025channelscanwork well.
3.3 Image retrieval with multi-channel VanderLugt filters and JTHs
In order to test the image retrieval capability of the two-stage multi-channel VanderLugt filters,
we used a plane wave to illuminate the four filters we recorded one by one. The reconstruction
results are shown in Fig.13 for filters #1 and #2 and in Fig.14 for filter #3 and #4, respectively.
In each case we can clearly recognize the retrieved image, letter S or C. The reconstructed
images in Fig. 14 have lower signal-to-noise ratio than those in Fig. 13, because filters #3 and #4
are made with off-axis spectrum orders in both planes F and H. These orders are weaker than
those chosen from the central order in plane F and off-axis order in plane H.
We have also made some JTHs at different spectrum orders to verify the retrieval feasibility.
Due to the low diffraction efficiency in our experiment (only amplitude holograms were used)
and interference of the strong direct image with reconstructed pattern, the retrieved images with
a two-stage HORAM system are very noisy, weak, and difficult to record. In the following we
only present experimental results obtained with the JTHs recorded in the first spectrum plane F
(the 9x9 array).
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Thefirst JTH wasmadein the architectureof Fig.5 with the lettersC andE, shownin Fig.15
astheinput imagepair.Thespectrumorderwasarbitrarily chosenas(-4,3).In thereconstruction
step,if the input is letterC, we simultaneouslyobtainasshownin Fig.16 (a)a strongaddressing
imageof letterC anda weakretrievedimageof letterE at theoutputplane. WhentheletterE is
usedastheinput, theoutputis shownin Fig.16(b) wherea strongE anda weakreconstructedC
canbeseensideby side.
FurtherwemadethesecondJTH with input imagepair of lettersSandE asshownin Fig.17.
In this recordingprocesswe did not block any spectrumin planeF so that all the 9×9 JTH
elementswere recordedat the sametime. In the reconstructionstep we have obtainedthe
retrievedimageby usinganyoneJTHelement.As examples,wepresenttheexperimentalresults
obtainedwith theJTH of order(4,-2) in Fig.18and theJTH of order (-3,-3) in Fig.19. In each
photowe canclearly seethe reconstructedimagebesidesthestrongdirect image,regardlessof
which oneof the imagepair is usedastheinput.Theseresultshaveshownthat all the individual
channelscanwork effectivelyandindependently.
4 Conclusion
Based on the multi-stageHORAM systemreported by Liu et a121, we have made more
theoretical and practical analysison the requirementsof its geometricalparametersand its
optical architecture constituents,its applications in multi-channel pattern recognition and
associatememory,the 2-D and 3-D informationstoragecapacity,andthe multi-channelimage
storageandretrievalviaVLC filters andjoint transformholograms.A seriesof experimentshave
beenperformedto demonstratethefeasibilityof themulti-channelpatternrecognitionandimage
retrievalwith bothof theVLC andJTC architectures.The experimentalresultswith asmanyas
2025channelshaveshowngoodagreementwith thetheoreticalanalysis.We havediscussedthe
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potentialapplicationsof thesystemfor large-capacitypatternstorage,recognition,andretrieval.
The useof fast-responseand low-noiserecordingmaterialsand detectingdeviceswill greatly
improvetheperformanceof thesystemfor practicalapplications.
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Figure Captions:
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of a two-stage HORAM system. (a) Optical architecture; (b) spectrum
distribution in plane F; (c) spectrum distribution in plane H.
Fig.2 Two configurations for adjusting the magnification between planes F and H.
Fig.3 The optical architecture of a two-stage HORAM system.
Fig.4 An optical multi-channel associate memory system using a PCM for image retrieval.
Fig.5 Multi-channel joint transform hologram: (a) Recording process; (b) reconstruction
process.
Fig.6 Experimental setup for a two-stage multi-channel HORAM system.
Fig.7 An example photograph showing 2025 well-separated spatial spectra obtained by two-
stage spectrum multiplexing.
Fig.8 Input images for VanderLugt matched filter fabrication.
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Fig.9 Two-stagecorrelationresultsobtainedfrom a VanderLugtfilter #1 madewith reference
image"S" as shownin Fig.8, wherethe spectrumorders(0,0) and (-1,-1) areselectedat
planeF andH respectively.(a)Autocorrelationfor input "S"; (b) crosscorrelationfor input
IICIl j
Fig.10 Two-stage correlation results obtained from a VanderLugt filter #2 made with reference
image "C" as shown in Fig.8, where the spectrum orders (0,0) and (-1,-1) are selected at
plane F and H respectively. (a) Autocorrelation for input "C"; (b) crosscorrelation for
input "S".
Fig. 11 Two-stage correlation results obtained from a VanderLugt filter #3 made with reference
image "S" as shown in Fig.8, where the spectrum orders (3,1) and (1,-1) are selected at
plane F and H respectively. (a) Autocorrelation for input "S"; (b) crosscorrelation for input
IICII "
Fig.12 Two-stage correlation results obtained from a VanderLugt filter #4 made with reference
image "C" as shown in Fig.8, where the spectrum orders (3,1) and (1,-1) are selected at
plane F and H respectively. (a) Autocorrelation for input "C"; (b) crosscorrelation for
input "S".
Fig. 13 Reconstructed images with a plane reference wave input to (a) filter #1 and (b) filter #2.
Fig. 14 Reconstructed images with a plane reference wave input to (a) filter #3 and (b) filter #4.
Fig. 15 Input image pair for the fabrication of joint transform hologram #1.
Fig.16 Reconstruction results obtained from the joint transform hologram #1 by using the
spectrum order (-4,3): (a) With input "C"; (b) with input "E".
Fig. 17 Input image pair for the fabrication of joint transform hologram #2.
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Fig.18
Fig.19
Reconstructionresultsobtainedfrom thejoint transformhologram#2 by using the
spectrumorder(4,-2): (a)With input "S"; (b) with input "E".
Reconstructionresultsobtainedfrom the joint transform hologram #2 by using the
spectrumorder(-3,-3): (a)With input "S"; (b)with input "E".
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Fig.8 Input imagesfor VanderLugtmatchedfilter fabrication
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Fig. 15 Input image pair for the fabrication of joint transform hologram #1.
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(a) (b)
Fig.16 Reconstructionresultsobtainedfrom thejoint transformhologram#1 by
usingthespectrumorder(-4,3): (a)With input "C"; (b) with input "E".
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Fig.17 Input imagespair for thefabricationof joint transformhologram#2.
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5 TRANSLATION SENSITIVE ADJUSTABLE COMPACT OPTICAL CORRELATOR
Lg.:JU U 1
The present invention is directed to pattern
recognition apparatus, and more particularly to opto-
electronic correlators for recognition of partially obscured
or modified objects.
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Backuround and Summary of the Invention
An optical correlator compares an optical pattern to
a stored pattern to determine an amount of matching.
Optical correlators are essentially fast computers -- they
a11ow very fast identification of optical elements relative
to a stored sequence ("kernel"}.
Correlators operate in record and reconstruction
modes. During the record mode, an input image is recorded
in an optical element. The reconstruction mode matches
input information against the kernel to thereby determine
matches between the input information and the kernel.
Generally, optical correlators of the prior art have
used a plane wave to record an image in the matched spatial
filter and a lens behind the matched spatial filter to
collect data associated with the matching function performed
by the filter. These optical systems, however, have been
relatively sensitive to variations in the positioning of the
spatial filter and the input image. Lateral and
longitudinal variations in the positioning of the spatial
filter and the input image degrade the recognition
performance of the correlators.
Previous uses of prior art correlators have been
substantially limited by these accuracy requirements, and
other difficulties of implementation, such as size.
5O
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However, many applications seem well-suited to
analysis using such a system. For example, pattern
recognition, such as fingerprint recognition or robotic
vision applications are well suited to this operation,
5 because of the quasi periodic nature of these patterns.
This quasi periodic nature has suggested to the inventors
that frequency domain analyzers, such as correlators, would
be advantageous.
Unfortunately, the fingerprint recognition
i0 environment is characterized by such variations as noted
above, due to variables in positioning and repositioning of
the finger in the imaging plane.
In addition, often in applications of imaging
technology the image seeking to be identified may be
15 partially obscured or unreadable. For example, in a
fingerprint recognition system, the image seeking to be
verified may be misaligned or offset relative to the imaging
plane. The image may also be obscured due to a cut or
abrasion on the surface of the skin. Accordingly, partial
20 images or partially obscured images may be presented for
verification. Control devices such as mechanical stops
(finger box) and the like can be used to minimize alignment
problems, but their effectiveness is limited. For
fingerprint recognition systems it would be desirable to
25 obtain matches for partially obscured images if a sufficient
portion of the image is readable.
In view of the above, the inventors recognized that
it would be desirable to provide a portable and compact
imaging system for use in robotic vision or fingerprint
30 recognition systems. Such an imaging system would have
adjustable sensitivity to variations in the displacement of
the filter or image and be capable of resolving partially
obscured images.
- 2 -
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The present invention describes a sensitivity
adjustable compact opto-electronic correlator and pattern
recognition system for identification of a partially
obscured or modified objects and includes a laser source, a
5 spatial light modulator, a transform lens, a holographic
matched filter, and a detector located at a classification
output plane. The laser source outputs a laser beam which
is split by a beam splitter into an imaging optical path and
a reference optical path during a recording process. The
i0 imaging optical path uses a laser beam output from the laser
source which is collimated through a collimating lens to
provide a collimated laser beam which passes through a
spatial light modulator for enhancing the beam and also
entering an input image that is to be identified. The
15 collimated laser beam acts as a carrier for the input image
which then passes through a transform lens having a focal
length D1 at a first (holographic) plane. A complex
structure associated with the input image is located within
the cross-section of the focal point at the first plane.
20 The reference optical path includes a reference beam which
is reflected through a second transform lens whose output is
directed toward and interferes with the carrier beam at the
first plane. The second transform lens is configured such
that the reference beam is focused a predetermined distance
25 D2 beyond the first plane. In one aspect of the invention,
a converging reference beam with adjustable focal length
distance is used instead of a collimated reference beam as
conventionally done in other existing correlators. The
adjustable focal distance provides the desired sensitivity.
30 A film is placed at the holographic plane to record the
interference pattern generated by the interference of the
imaging optical path and the reference optical path.
Thereafter, the film may be developed and acts as a
- 3 -
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holographic matched filter when replaced back at the
holographic plane for use in recognizing an associated
object or image.
More specifically, a laser source which is used in
the recognition process provides a laser beam which is
collimated through a collimating lens and input into a
spatial light modulator. The spatial light modulator
receives as an input an image for verification, such as a
fingerprint, and utilizes the collimated laser beam as a
carrier to carry the image to a lens which focuses the image
to a focal point in the holographic plane.
An electronic shutter associated with the
holographic plane thereafter exposes an associated portion
of the film located at the holographic plane. The carrier
beam which contains the complex structure associated with
the image to be verified. Upon detecting a match, an output
is driven to a classification output plane which includes a
photodetector array. The detector array detects a matching
configuration based on light energy refracted from the
holographic plane. In operation, the holographic matched
filter (exposed film) screens improper images and provides
minimal output to the detector array unless a match
condition occurs.
In another aspect of the present invention a method
of recording images and for reconstructing the recorded
images includes recording a holographic image of an object,
and thereafter utilizing the holographic image in filtering
image data to verify matches with previously recorded image
data.
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B[ief D@s_ription of the Drawing
These and other aspects of the present invention
will now be described in detail with reference to the
accompanying drawings, in which:
FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a correlator according
to one embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the optical paths
associated with a record mode for a correlator according to
one embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of the optical paths
associated with a reconstruction mode for a correlator
according to one embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 4 is a diagram of the lateral displacement of
an input image relative to the intensity of the correlation
peak for a correlator according to one embodiment of the
present invention.
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Description of _he Preferred Embodiments
FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of a laser opto-
electronic correlator 50 including a laser i00 for providing
a laser beam output to a spatial light modulator 102 and
holographic filter 104. The laser beam input to spatial
light modulator 102 acts as a carrier for an input image 106
which is provided as an input to the spatial light modulator
102. A carrier beam output 108, including the image
information associated with input image 106, forms an input
to holographic filter 104. The image-carrying laser beam
through spatial light modulator 102 is Fourier transformed
spatially by Fourier lens 103 which is placed at a distance
of one focal length in front of the holographic filter plane
104. Holographic filter 104 also receives a reference beam
from laser source I00 as an input thereof. The reference
beam passes through a lens 105 which is placed at an
- 5 -
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adjustable distance in front of the holographic filter plane
104. The function of lens 105 is to focus the reference
beam at a point whose distance from the holographic filter
104 is adjustable. Holographic filter 104 matches input
image 106 with an image that was previously stored on
holographic filter 104. The sensitivity of the matching of
the input to the stored input becomes adjustable with the
adjustment of the position of lens 105 in the reference
beam. The storage of the holographic image on holographic
filter 104 will be described in greater detail below in
association with the recording process.
When a match is detected, the holographic filter
plane provides an output signal to a detector ii0 indicating
that a match has occurred between the input image data and a
previously-recorded holographic image.
F_G. 2 shows a block diagram of correlator 50
according to one embodiment of the present invention. A
laser source 210 provides a laser beam output which is
directed towards a beam splitter 220. In one embodiment the
laser source is a miniature laser diode source; a helium
neon laser, or other lasers may also be used.
Beam splitter 220 splits the laser beam into an
imaging beam 222 along imaging path 200 and a reference beam
224 along reference path 202. Imaging beam 222 is directed
towards a mirror 230 which reflects the imaging beam 222
towards spatial filter 235. Spatial filter 235 spreads the
imaging beam, generally directing the now-spread imaging
beam towards a collimating lens 240. Collimating lens 240
collects the imaging beam light energy and directs it
parallel to the perpendicular axis of the lens, providing a
collimating laser beam for input into a spatial light
modulator 245.
- 6 -
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In one embodiment, spatial light modulator 245 is a
90 ° prism. The 90 ° prism is oriented such that the
collimated laser beam output from collimating lens 240 is
provided as an input onto a first side 246 of the prism.
The prism includes an imaging surface 247 for receiving an
image for recording or comparison operations. The imaging
surface 247 is on the long hypotenuse side of the prism
opposite the 90 ° angle.
The imaging data, e.g. a fingerprint is acquired on
imaging surface 247 which may include a finger box (not
shown) for maintaining the relative position of a finger
relative to the imaging surface.
A second side 248 of the prism adjacent to first
side 246 provides a carrier beam output 249, combining the
image data received at imaging surface 247 with the
collimated laser beam output from collimating lens 240
received at first side 246. The prism realizes the real-
time input of an image via the total internal reflection
mechanism of the prism device. Specifically, the collimated
laser beam input from the collimating lens 240 acts as a
carrier for the image data, thereby providing a carrier beam
output which is directed towards a transform lens 250.
As was described above, spatial light modulator 245
provides an output carrier beam 249 as an input to transform
lens 250 having a focal length of D1. Transform lens 250
may be a Fourier transform lens which provides a spatial
Fourier transform of the image data which is focused on a
matched spatial filter (MSF) plane, generally indicated at
260, A cross section of a focal point of the output from
transform lens 250 includes complex structures associated
with the input image provided as an input to spatial light
modulator 245.
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Film 265 is placed at MSF plane 260 and is exposed
to the focused carrier beam via an electronically controlled
shutter (not shown) associated with the MSF plane. The
electronically controlled shutter controls the exposure of
film 265 to light from the imaging optical path.
Referring now to the reference path, beam splitter
220 provides a reference beam 224 which is directed toward a
mirrors 232 and 234 for reflection towards the MSF plane
260. Specifically, after reflection from mirror 234, the
reference beam passes through a spatial filter 236 which
spreads the output beam. The light energy is there after
collected by a second transform lens 238 which focuses the
reference beam toward a detector 270. In one embodiment,
the transform lens is a Fourier transform lens. The
reference beam is aligned such that the light energy
directed from the transform lens 238 passes through MSF
plane 260 prior to being focused at detector 270. In one
aspect of the present invention, the position of the
transform lens 238 is adjustable in its optical axis such
that the sensitivity of detection may be adjusted.
The Recordinu Process
In order to record an image for comparison at a
future time, an image recording process is invoked. The
image recording process consists of providing an image, such
as a fingerprint, at the imaging plane of spatial light
modulator 245. During the recording process, the laser
source 210 outputs a laser beam which is split by beam
splitter 220 into an imaging beam 222 and reference beam
224. In the imaging optical path, the imaging beam is
collimated through collimating lens 240 to provide a
collimated laser beam output to spatial light modulator
(prism) 245. Spatial light modulator 245 enhances the
_
i0
15
2O
imaging beam and also receives as an input the fingerprint
that is to be recorded at imaging plane 247.
The collimated laser beam output from collimating
lens 240 acts as a carrier for the fingerprint image
providing a carrier beam as an output from spatial light
modulator 245 for transfer to transform lens 245. The focal
point for transform lens 245 is at MSF plane 260.
At the same time, the laser source 210 provides a
reference beam in the reference optical path which is
reflected through a second transform lens 238 whose output
is directed toward and interferes with the carrier beam at
MSF plane 260. In one embodiment, the second transform lens
is identical to the first transform lens. Second transform
lens 238 may be a Fourier transform lens. The second
transform lens is configured to focus the reference beam a
predetermined distance D2 beyond the MSF plane. Film 265
placed at MSF plane 260 is exposed tO the interference
pattern created by the complex structure associated with the
input image (fingerprint) in the carrier beam and the
reference beam by the electronic controlled shutter
associated with MSF plane 260. Thereafter the film is
developed and replaced at the MSF plane for use in the
reconstruction process.
25
3o
Reconstruction/Recoqnition_Process
FIG. 3 shows the reconstruction process. Laser
source 210 provides a laser beam which is directed through a
pinhole spatial filter 235 toward a collimating lens 240.
Alternatively, the same set-up as described in the recording
process may be used including a beam splitter. However, the
reference optical path is not utilized in the reconstruction
process. Collimating lens 240 provides a collimated laser
beam output for input into spatial light modulator 245. A
- 9 -
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fingerprint seeking to be verified (recognized) is provided
as an input to imaging plane 247 of spatial light modulator
(prism) 245. Spatial light modulator 245 receives the input
image and utilizes the collimating laser beam as a carrier
to carry image data to the transform lens 250. Transform
lens 250 focuses the image data to a focal point in MSF
plane 260.
The electronically controlled shutter associated
with MSF plane 260 is opened to expose the film to the
focused carrier beam. In the absence of the interfering
reference beam, the exposed and developed film acts as a
filter to the imaging optical path, performing a matching
function associated with a previously recorded image.
Specifically, film 265, upon being exposed to the complex
structure in the focal point of the carrier beam (after
being developed), defracts light toward detector 270 as if
the reference beam were present if the fingerprint data in
the carrier beam is the same as the previously recorded
fingerprint data. In the event a match occurs, detector 270
receives a light pattern which is indicative of a match
condition.
25
3O
Relationship between Recognition Sensitivity and the Lateral
and Lonaitudinal displacement of the Filter and Inp_ Image
Repeatability of matching capability in correlator
50 is a primary concern for commercial applications. In
order to assure repeatability, the MSF plane (film 265)
should be located exactly at the focal point of transform
lens 250 when replaced in the correlator after developing.
Longitudinal and lateral displacements of the MSF plane may
result in poor repeatability characteristics for other
existing devices. One aspect of the present invention
provides a solution for the enhancement of repeatability of
- I0 -
recognition. An analysis of the effects of longitudinal and
lateral displacement of the filter (film 265) indicated that
the effect of longitudinal displacement on repeatability was
much less than that of lateral displacement. However,
5 either may skew results. The inventors prefer the following
technique for replacing film 265 at the focal point for the
transform lens 250 by examining a correlation peak.
During the recording process, the focal point (at
MSF plane 260) associated with the transform lens 250 is
i0 located thereby defining MSF plane 260. Film 265 is fixed
at this location before recording. After removal and
development of film 265, film 265 is replaced in
approximately its original location. The original image is
applied to the spatial light modulator or through the prism.
15 A correlation peak is detected associated with the maximum
intensity of light received at detector 270 when moving film
265 only laterally. This is accomplished by a manual review
or by an automated vision process. The film can be returned
to roughly its original position moving the filter
20 continuously in a lateral direction while observing the
correlation peak intensity received by the detector centered
at the focal point of the reference beam. Film 265 is
thereafter moved until the intensity reaches its maximum at
the detector. After repeated experiments with the system
25 using the above-described approach, it has been found that
the translation sensitivity is dependent on the ratio D2/D _
of the system configuration. This will be elaborated
further below.
In addition, shifts in the fingerprint image either
30 laterally or longitudinally will effect the repeatability of
the correlator system. Specifically, lateral and
longitudinal shifts in the input image will result in shifts
in the correlation peak. In order to minimize the
- ii -
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repositioning error for objects, various control mechanisms
may be utilized including a confining box.
In making the correlator system compact, a small
area detector instead of a detector array may be utilized.
The small area detector includes a small pinhole as a
receiving aperture. The size of the pinhole is configured
to be large enough to detect the correlation peak while able
to tolerate a certain amount of input displacement. In
addition, the size of the pinhole should be small enough to
reject most of the background noise. In one embodiment, for
the identification of fingerprints (where the fundamental
spatial frequency of two line pairs per millimeter occurs),
the width of the correlation peak is approximately 0.5
millimeters for the case where the D2/D1 equals i. In this
embodiment, the diameter of the pinhole is approximately 1
millimeter.
2O
25
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Adjustment of the Translation Sensitivity via the AdjustmeDt
of Geometric Parameters DI and D_
In an embodiment which utilizes a pinhole detector,
the movement of the correlation peak due to laterally
shifted input images must be compensated for. As indicated
above, the correlation peak will move laterally with a
laterally shifted input image. Accordingly, as the
correlation peak moves laterally (tracking the movement of
the input image), the amount of light received at the
detector is diminished. This diminishment of light at the
detector due to a shifted input image is generally referred
to as translation sensitivity.
Translation sensitivity is a performance parameter
which relates to the ability of the correlator to detect a
match, given a displacement of the input image. Given the
movement of the correlation peak due to a shifted input
- 12 -
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image, it would not be convenient to adjust the pinhole
position each time to match the input displacement.
However, analysis has shown that translation sensitivity for
the correlator system of the present invention is strongly
5 dependent on the geometric configuration of the system,
namely the relationship of the parameters D2 and DI.
Translation sensitivity can be reduced by decreasing the
ratio of D2 to DI, resulting in an increase in the overall
repeatability of the correlator. Accordingly, the ability
i0 to adjust the translation sensitivity of the optical
correlator via the adjustment of the ratio between D2 and D1
results in improved image recognition capability of the
system.
FIG. 4 shows a diagram of lateral displacement of
15 input image (such as a fingerprint) relative to the
intensity of the correlation peak. Ratios of D2 to D1 of
less than approximately 1 will yield decreased translation
sensitivity. In one embodiment, the ratio is 1 to 4, or .25
The smaller the D2 to D1 ratio, the more tolerant the system
20 is to lateral displacements
25
30
ComDensation for Zero Spatial Freguencv Term of Image-
Another problem effecting the final correlation
results is the zero spatial frequency (DC) term of the
carrier beam, whose relative value is greater than 0.5 in
the practical prism input case. The correlation between
D.C. terms of two different images may introduce a
significant background peak intensity. A simple approach to
eliminate this effect is to overexpose film 265 in the MSF
plane during the recording step, so that the DC portion of
the center of the spectrum becomes entirely dark and hence
has no diffraction function.
- 13 -
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Detection of partially Obscured Images
At the detector the relevant intensity of the light
detected from a match or a non-match condition can be
described as follows. Assuming that a perfect match
provides a relative intensity of 1.0, the system of the
present invention typically returns (detracts) approximately
0.35 or 35% of the light in a no-match condition. For the
case of no-input image (background test), approximately 18%
of the imaging light is defracted through the MSF filter
plane. Accordingly, the present invention may be utilized
to recognize partially obscured images by setting a
threshold for detection to be between the ideal relative
intensity of 1.0 and the no-match return level of
approximately 35%. In one embodiment, the match threshold
is set at approximately between 50% and 90%, with 60%
preferred. At these levels, partially obscured objects
which otherwise may not have been detectable by other
recognition systems may be identified.
2O
25
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Alternative Embodiments
In one embodiment, transform lens 238 and 250 may be
multi-channel lens. Electronic shutter associated with MSF
plane 260 is used to expose a plurality of locations on film
265. Multi-channel lens create a plurality of focal points
at MSF plane 260, each focal point including complex image
information associated with the image input at the spatial
light modulator. The electronic shutter is used to expose
film 265 to only one of the focal points, storing the
information at a predetermined position on film 265.
Accordingly, a plurality of image interference patterns may
be stored on the same film 265. During reconstruction,
electronic shutter sequences through the various stored
images to detect a match. Alternatively, the electronic
- 14 -
shutter may be opened completely exposing all of the stored
interference patterns. A match is detected based on the
defracted light received at the detector just as described
above.
The present invention has been described in terms of
one or more embodiments. The invention, however, is not
limited to the embodiments depicted or described. Rather,
the scope of the invention is defined by the claims which
follow.
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What is claimed is:
i. An apparatus for recording images comprising:
a laser source producing a laser beam;
a spatial light modulator receiving an image for
recording and said laser beam, said laser beam acting as a
carrier for said image, said spatial light modulator
outputting a carrier beam including image data;
a first transform lens receiving said carrier beam,
said first transform lens having a predetermined focal
length D1 focusing said carrier beam at a first plane;
an adjustable transform lens for receiving said
laser beam and outputting a focused reference beam directed
toward and interfering with said carrier beam at said first
plane, said focused reference beam having a focal point an
adjustable distance D2 beyond said first plane; and
a film located at said first plane for recording an
interference pattern between said focused reference beam and
said carrier beam.
1
2
3
4
2. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said transform lens
and said adjustable transform lens are multi channel lens,
and where said electronic shutter exposes said film to a
single channel of data at a time.
3. The apparatus of claim I where a ratio of D2 to D1
is approximately 50 to 90 percent.
4. The apparatus of claim 1 where a ratio of D2 to D1
is approximately 60 percent.
5. The apparatus of claim 1 where said detector is a
detector array.
- 16 -
6. The apparatus of claim 1 where said detector is a
pin hole detector.
7. The apparatus of claim 1 where said spatial light
modulator is a 90 ° prism.
8. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said laser source
is a helium neon laser.
1
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9. An apparatus for reconstructing images comprising:
a laser source providing as an output a laser beam;
a spatial light modulator receiving as an input an
image for processing and said laser beam, said laser beam
acting as a carrier for said image, said spatial light
modulator outputting a carrier beam including image data;
a transform lens receiving said carrier beam, said
transform iens having a predetermined focal length focusing
said carrier beam at a first plane;
a film located at said first plane including a
recorded interference pattern associated with an image; and
a detector located a predetermined distance from
said first plane for receiving light refracted from said
film, such that light is refracted and focused at said
detector if said image matches said recorded interference
pattern.
1
2
3
4
5
6
i0. An apparatus for recording images comprising:
a laser source providing as an output a laser beam;
a beam splitter receiving said laser beam and
splitting it into an imaging beam and a reference beam;
a collimating lens for receiving said imaging beam
and providing as an output a collimated laser beam;
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a spatial light modulator receiving as inputs an
image for recording and said collimated laser beam, said
collimated laser beam acting as a carrier for said image,
said spatial light modulator outputting a carrier beam
including image data;
a transform lens receiving said carrier beam, said
transform lens having a predetermined focal length D1
focusing said carrier beam at a first plane;
a shutter array between said transform lens and said
first plane, said shutter array including an open position,
a closed position and means for switching between the two;
an adjustable transform lens for receiving said
reference beam and outputting a focused reference beam
directed toward and interfering with said carrier beam at
said first plane, said focused reference beam having a focal
point an adjustable distance D2 beyond said first plane; and
a film located at said first plane and exposed when
said shutter array is in said open position for recording an
interference pattern between said focused reference beam and
said carrier beam.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
11. An apparatus for reconstructing images comprising:
a laser source providing as an output a laser beam;
a beam splitter receiving said laser beam and
splitting it into a imaging beam and a reference beam;
a collimating lens for receiving said imaging beam
and providing as an output a collimated laser beam;
a spatial light modulator receiving as an input an
image for processing and said collimated laser beam, said
collimated laser beam acting as a carrier for said image,
said spatial light modulator outputting a carrier beam
including image data;
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a transform lens receiving said carrier beam, said
transform lens having a predetermined focal length focusing
said carrier beam at a first plane;
a shutter array between said first transform lens
and said first plane, said shutter array including an open
position, a closed position and means for switching between
the two;
a film located at said first plane including a
recorded interference pattern associated with an image; and
a detector located at a predetermined distance from
said first plane for receiving light refracted from said
film when said shutter array is in said open position, such
that light is refracted and focused at said detector if said
image matches said recorded interference pattern.
12.
of :
A method for recording an image comprising the steps
providing a laser beam;
splitting said laser beam into an imaging beam and a
reference beam;
superimposing an image on said laser beam resulting
in a carrier beam;
focusing said carrier beam by a transform lens at a
first plane;
focusing said reference beam by an adjustable
transform lens and outputting a focused reference beam
directed toward and interfering with said carrier beam at
said first plane, said focused reference beam having a focal
point an adjustable distance beyond said first plane; and
recording an interference pattern between said
focused reference beam and said carrier beam at said first
plane.
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of:
A method of verifying an image comprising the steps
providing a laser beam;
superimposing an image to be verified on said laser
beam resulting in a carrier beam;
focusing said carrier beam through a transform lens
at a first plane;
providing a recorded interference pattern associated
with at least one image at said first plane, said recorded
interference pattern refracting light from said at least one
image to a detecting plane; and
detecting a match between said image and said
recorded interference pattern based upon an amount of light
refracted through said recorded interference pattern located
at said first plane and received at said detecting plane.
1 14. A method for recording and reconstructing an image
2 comprising the steps of:
3 providing a laser beam;
4 splitting said laser beam into an imaging beam and a
5 reference beam;
6 collimating said imaging beam resulting in a
7 collimated laser beam;
8 superimposing an image on said collimated laser beam
9 resulting in a carrier beam;
10 focusing said carrier beam by a transform lens at a
11 first plane;
12 focusing said reference beam by an adjustable
13 transform lens and outputting a focused reference beam
14 directed toward and interfering with said carrier beam at
15 said first plane, said focused reference beam having a focal
16 point an adjustable distance beyond said first plane;
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recording an interference pattern between said
focused reference beam and said carrier beam at said first
plane; and
detecting a match between a previously stored
interference pattern and a subsequent image by detecting
light refracted and focused through said recorded
interference pattern at a detection plane a predetermined
distance from said first plane.
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TRANSLATION SENSITIVE .ADJUSTABLE COMPACT OPTICAL CORR_I__TOR
_bs_ract of the Disclosure
5 A sensitivity adjustable compact opto-electronic
correlator and pattern recognition system for identification
of a partially obscured or modified objects includes a laser
source, a spatial light modulator, a transform lens, a
holographic matched filter, and a detector located at a
I0 classification output plane. The laser source outputs a
laser beam in an imaging optical path and a reference
optical path for use during a recording process. The
imaging optical path directs the laser beam output through a
spatial light modulator for entering an input image that is
15 to be identified. The laser beam acts as a carrier for the
input image which then passes through a transform lens
having a focal length D1 at a first (holographic) plane. A
complex structure associated with the input image is located
within the cross-section of the focal point at the first
20 plane. The reference optical path includes a reference beam
which is reflected through an adjustable transform lens
whose output is directed toward and interferes with the
carrier beam at the first plane. The adjustable transform
lens is configured such that the reference beam is focused
25 an adjustable distance D2 beyond the first plane. A film is
placed at the holographic plane to record the interference
pattern generated by the interference of the imaging optical
path and the reference optical path. Thereafter, the film
may be developed and acts as a holographic matched filter
30 when replaced back at the holographic plane for use in
recognizing an associated object or image.
39225.Pll
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Abstract: The concept of a multi-stage holographic optical random-access memory (HORAM) system is described. The multi-stage
HORAM can be used for high-capacity storage and high-speed random retrieval of information. The input to the system may be of the
form of pairs of images that are arranged in such a way that joint Fourier transforms can be recorded at the output plane which has a
large array of different joint transforms. Associative memory and retrieval can be made based on the principle of inner-product neural
net. The spatial multiplexed, instead of angular multiplexed, architecture allows parallel information retrieval without any moving part.
A two-stage HORAM, using a Dammann grating and a multi-focus holographic lens, capable of storing 2000 holographic matched
filters of input images is used to demonstrate the feasibility of the technique. The multi-stage technique can also be applied to many-
to-many free-space interconnections with capability greater than that of a single-stage method. This randomly adaptive and dynamic
intercormection technique is useful for a variety of optical neural computing and pattern recognition applications.
I. Introduction
In information management and analysis, parameters
such as communication delays, limited resources, and
inaccessibility of human manipulation require more
intelligent, compact, low-power, and light-weight
information management and data storage techniques L:.
Among the various new and innovative techniques being
developed, 3-D volume holographic memory has been
considered important and promising for data storage TM. In
this letter, we report, for the first time, a multi-stage
holographic optical random-access memory (HORAM)
system. The multi-stage HORAM can be used for high-
capacity storage and high-speed random retrieval of
information suitable for a variety of neural computation
and pattern recognition applications. The input to the
system may be of the form of pairs of images that are
arranged in such a way that joint Fourier transforms can
be recorded at the output plane which has a large array of
different joint transforms. Associative memory and
retrieval can be made based on the principle of inner-
product neural net. The multi-stage HORAM has much
greater storage capacity than that of a single-stage multi-
channel optical holographic memory and pattern
recognition system _214.
An invited paper of the International Symposium on Advanced
Laser and Optoelectronics, Lushan, Jiangxi, China
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2. Theoretical Discussion
A block diagram illustrating the concept of a HORAM is
shown in Figure 1. The input object information O(x,y) is
presented in a two-dimensional image or data format
which is illuminated by a collimated laser beam. The
input O(x,y) can either be presented with a photo
transparency or in real-time by a spatial light modulator,
such as a liquid crystal television spatial light modulator
(LCTV SLM) _s. The input is then passed through a
number of cascaded stages of holographic optical
elements (HOE) and shutter arrays that are represented by
the H blocks. For illustration, a two-stage system with
blocks H 1 and H 2 is used as an example. The HOE in H l
replicates O(x,y) into an array of h I oh I identical O(x,y)'s.
The shutter array in H 1 may be electronically controlled
such that it can let any number of the h l'hl replica of
O(x,y) pass through and stop the others. A multi-focus
holographic lens _6with h2°h2 foci may be used for the
subsequent H 2 block. A second shutter array may be used
to select one of the foci of the multi-focus lens. In the
recording of the matched filter at plane F, which is the
output of the block H 2, (hl.h2) 2 Fourier transforms of
O(x,y) will be selected one at a time by the opening of
one of each of the switches of the two shutter arrays.
Meanwhile, a reference beam is applied to interfere with
the Fourier transform for the recording of the holographic
76
matchedfilter.By usingeachFouriertransformin the
arraytorecordoneof theimagesor2-Ddata,acomplete
arrayof matchedfilterscanberecorded.Forexample,if
hl=9 andh2=5,(9°5)2= 2,025Fouriertransformsof
O(x,y)canbestoredatplaneF.If h1=33andh2=7,anda
singlematchedfilterateachfocusisrecorded,atotalof
53,361Fouriertransformsof O(x,y)canbestoredat
planeF.Byrandomlyswitchingtheshutterineachofthe
H blockto letonlyonechannelof thereferencebeam
pass,theinputimagesor 2-Ddatabecomerandomly
accessible.Moredetailsof theH blocksaredescribed
below.
Information
Input O(x,y)
I.a_r Beam
Fouder
Transforr_ _
ii
= ° I
Micro-processor
Control Center
Figure 1. A concept diagram of a HORAM.
The transmission of the Dammann grating '7',s for the
block H 1 can be described by
t(x,y)= comb Y *g(x,y) a(x,y) (1)
' Aa J '
where comb(x,y) represents a comb function", the symbol
* indicates convolution, Ad is the period of the grating,
g(x,y) is the shape of the individual groove of the grating,
and a(x,y) is the aperture which in general is the incident
Gaussian profile of the laser beam. However, for
simplicity, the aperture is assumed to be open so that
a(x,y)=l. The Fourier transform of the grating then
becomes
T(fx, fy) = A_ [comb(Aaf.,Aafy )]. G(f., f_,)
m _ n
=._E - a<:,,)
(2)
where 8(fx,fy) is a delta function", and G(fx, fy) is the
Fourier transform of g(x,y). G(f x, fy) acts as a window
function to attenuate those peaks of
- that not wanted,
ra=_n=-.-** A d
for a (2M+ I)°(2M+ 1) array, we may design the grating in
such a manner that ideally
Iml,l,,l<-M
Iml,l,,l>M (3)
With Eq. (3), Eq. (2) can be expressed as
M M
m n
r<:,:,)-.._,.._,Z (4)
A traditional single-lens Dammann grating Fourier
transform system is shown in Figure 2.
= ; I___--- f I
Figure2. Diffraction of light passing through a
Dammann grating and a lens.
A multi-focus hololens t6 with its architecture and
functionality as shown in Figure 3 may be used as the
HOE in the block H2. The multi-focus hololens can be
used to produce an array of Fourier transforms of the
same input image. When the input is an image carded by
a collimated laser beam, the multi-focus hololens will
produce at its focal plane an array of replicated Fourier
transforms of the input. When one of the foci passes
through a selection array spatial filter, it may be reimaged
at the output plane.
I_ .. ,._I Plane with Output
/ _J_._ Multi-Focus Selection Array
HOE
Collimated /- Input
Laser Beam SLM
Figure 3. The architecture and functionality of the multi-
focus hololens.
Figure 4 shows an experimental diagram of a two-stage
HORAM as described above. A laser beam from an
Argon ion laser is divided into an object beam and a
reference beam by a beam splitter. The object beam is
collimated by a spatial filter and lens LI combination.
ThecollimatedbeamisusedtoilluminatetheDammann
gratingandtheinputimageof anobject.A lensL2 is
usedto Fouriertransformthegrating-multipliedobject
intoa(2M+l).(2M+I)Fouriertransformpatternarrayat
thefocalplaneof L2,wheretheshutterarray1isplaced
toselectivelyetoneorderpass.Theinputpatterncarried
by thesinglediffractionorderis collimatedbyL3 and
passedthroughthe multi-focuslens.It is Fourier-
transformedintoa(2N+I).(2N+I)fociarrayatthefocal
planeofthehololens.At thefocalplane,theshutterarray
2 is placedto selectivelylet oneorderto passfor
recording.LensesL4 andL5 areusedto re-imagethe
passedFouriertransformwherea holographicmatched
filtercanberecorded.
_-_,¢1_ s Selection
/\ _, /J _ L4 Shutter Array 2
H°l°gr/ap'hicX_/_--1_ L
Matched Filter _ _'V'--_,_ L 3
Filter X \ t _"_ II II I "%,
d l t _._M •-' i.;,;....... I /
laser Beam -- Spatial V lit _ I f
Filter Damman _., Selection
Grating uolect Shutter Array I
Figure 4. The experimental setup of a HORAM system
utilizing the cascade of a Dammann Grating and
a multi-focus hololens.
In the recording process, the reference beam is collimated
by a spatial filter and lens L combination and is used to
interfere with the Fourier transform of the object beam at
the matched filter plane. One by one, a total of
(2M+l)2.(2N+l) 2 array of the input data can be stored at
the focal plane of L 5, the holographic matched filter
plane.
In analysis, as the object in Figure 4 is illumined by an
array of beams diffracted by the Dammann grating, the
overall transmittance may be described as t(x,y)O(x,y),
where t(x,y) and O(x,y) are the transmittance functions of
the Dammann grating and the object respectively. Based
on Fourier analysis '9 involving the consideration of all
elements in the system, a single Fourier transform of the
input selected according to the method described at the
holographic matched filter plane may be represented by
Um (Xm, Ym)
=_jA(tf2)(lf3)(tfh)30( f3 Xm+ f3 m2 l
f3 ym+ f3 n 1 n"l,, (5)
where f2 represents the focal length of lens L 2, f3
represents the focal length of lens L 3, f4 and f5 of lenses
L4 and L 5 are identical and naturally eliminated, fh
represents the focal length of the hololens, I/, d is the
period of the Dammann Grating in the frequency domain,
1/. h is the period of the holographic lens in the frequency
domain, (m 1, nl) is the diffraction order selected from
Dammann grating with ml, nl range from -M to M, (m 2,
n2) is the diffraction order selected from the holographic
lens with m2, n2 range from -N to N, • is the wavelength
of the laser, A is a constant associated with the collimated
laser input wave amplitude, and (_)(f_, fy ) is the Fourier
transform of the object
_f_,_ ) = F{O(x, y)} = [.[. O(x, y)exp[-j2_(f_x + f_y)]dxdy.
3. Feasibility Demonstration
To show the feasibility of the HORAM, an experiment
using the diagram shown in Figure 4 was performed. In
the experiment, we used a Dammann grating with M=4
(2M+!=9) and a 25-foci hololens with N=2 (2N+1=5). A
25-mW Spectra Physics Model 124B He-Ne laser was
used as the input laser source. Focal length of the lenses
used in the system are fl=10 cm, f2=20 cm, f3=f4=f5=38
cm with corresponding apertures of 4 cm, and 5 cm for
LI and L2 respectively. The aperture for the SORL lenses
L3, L4, and L 5 is 7.6 cm, and the focal length of the
hololens fh=25.4 cm. The effective aperture used for the
input image is about 2 mm. The experimental output of
the HORAM at plane F of Figure 4 is shown in Figure 5.
A total of 2,025 Fourier transforms in a 2-D array of a
45.45 foci array have been obtained in an area of 2 cm by
5 cm at the matched filter plane. Matched filters at a
single focus and several randomly selected foci have been
conventionally recorded and the correlation signals have
been observed.
Figure 5. Experimental demonstration: a 2025-channel
(45.45) Fourier transform array at the matched
filter plane in Figure 4 of a 2-stage optical RAM
4. Conclusion
In conclusion, we have described a new technique of
using multiple stages of free-space interconnection
holographic elements to implement a HORAM. We have
demonstrated the technique with the memory capacity of
over 2000 images. Potentially, tens of thousands of
images can be stored. Micro-processors may be used to
obtain fast random access to any data set from the
memory. An advantage of this technique is that, unlike
the angular multiplexed storage method, there is no need
of moving any component in the system. High-speed
access is therefore achievable. Each of the thousands of
Fourier transforms in the array may be used to record a
matched filter of an input image of 256.256, 512.512 or
any other number of pixels. Therefore, with the HORAM,
ultra-high speed special-purpose computing goals can be
achieved. For example, simultaneous optical pattern
recognition and/or data processing of the super-large
array at 1 microsecond means a computing speed on the
order of 1.2-1016 bits/sec assuming that binary images
are used. If the finger prints of criminals are stored in the
memory, the HORAM can determine whether an arbitrary
input finger print belongs to one of the criminals. The
recognition can be accomplished remotely and the
HORAM can make instantaneous decisions.
The multi-stage architecture can also be applied to many-
to-many free-space interconnections with each input pixel
reconfigurably connectable to any number of the output
foci. The interconnection capability should be much
higher than that of any other single-stage free-space
optical interconnection method reported". This randomly
adaptive and dynamic interconnection technique is useful
for a variety of optical neural computing and optical
pattern recognition applications.
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Abstract. The architecture and mathematical analysis of a new multi-
channel multistage holographic optical random access memory
(HORAM) architecture and an experimental demonstration of its feasibil-
ity are presented. The new HORAM can be used for ultra-high-capacity
storage and high-speed random retrieval of information. A two-stage
HORAM, using a Dammann grating and a multifocus holographic lens,
clearly shows the capability of storing 2000 holographic matched filters.
The functional requirements for key optical elements including laser
sources, spatial light modulators, and electro-optical shutters for making
a desired practical and compact HORAM are described. The potential
extension of the HORAM system for multiple-channel optical pattern rec-
ognition, classification, and image restoration are described. © 1998so-
ciety of Photo.Optica/ Instrumentation Engineers. [S0091-3286(98)02503-3]
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1 Introduction
Instruments with high speed and large capacity in situ data
identification, classification, and storage capabilities are re-
quired for information management and analysis. For ex-
ample, in National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) applications, extremely large volumes of data sets
must processed in space exploration, space habitation and
utilization, and in various missions to planet-earth pro-
grams. Parameters such as communication delays, limited
resources, and inaccessibility of human manipulation re-
quire more intelligent, compact, low-power, and light-
weight information management and data storage
techniques) '2 For this reason, new and innovative tech-
niques are being developed by many researchers in the
field. Among the various techniques being developed, the
3-D volume holographic memory has been considered as
one of the most important and promising for data
storage. 3-11 For example, Mok 5 reported that more than
thousands of holograms can be stored in a lithium niobate
crystal via angular multiplexing, Heanue et al. 4 demon-
strated the storage and retrieval of digital data using a vol-
ume hologram, and Yu and Yin have used a volume pho-
torefractive crystal to make a reflection type matched filter
applicable for pattern recognition, it The purpose of this
paper is to present a new and basic concept of a multichan-
nel multistage spatially parallel holographic optical random
access memory (HORAM) system and the theoretical
analysis of a two-stage HORAM architecture. The prelimi-
nary experimental results demonstrating the storage plane
of a 2000-channel system and its potential for optical pat-
tern recognition are presented. We then present various op-
tical computing methods based on the HORAM architec-
ture. The multistage HORAM can be used for the storage
and random information retrieval among an extremely large
amount of data and a family of pattern recognition applica-
tions. Advantages of the HORAM include large data stor-
age capacity and high-speed parallel retrieval without mov-
ing parts. For a two-stage HORAM, two orders of
magnitude of increment of the storage capacity can be
achieved as compared with that of the single-staged spatial
multiplexed multichannel optical pattern recognition sys-
tem previously reported. _2-_4 The practical limitations of
the new architecture, primarily due to the availability of
some basic components, are described at the end of the
paper to stimulate further technology innovation and ad-
vancement required for this important technique.
2 Theoretical Discussion
The basic concept of the HORAM is shown in Fig. I,
where the input information T is presented in a 2-D image
or data format, which is carried by a collimated laser beam.
The input can either be presented with a phototransparency
or in real time by a spatial light modulator. An example of
an inexpensive laboratory type electronically addressed
spatial light modulator is the liquid crystal television spatial
light modulator 15 (LCTV SLM). The input T is then ap-
plied through a multiple number of cascaded stages of ho-
lographic optical elements (HOEs) and shutter arrays that
are represented by the H blocks. Each H block may contain
HOEs and shutter arrays. The functions of these elements
are described by using blocks Hi and H 2 as examples. The
HOE in H t replicates input T into an array of h 1×hl iden-
tical T's. The shutter array in HL can be electronically con-
trolled such that it can let any one of the (hi) 2 replicas of T
pass through and stop the others. The subsequent H2 block
Opt. Eng. 37(3) 779-788 (March 1998) 0091-3286/98/$10.00 © 1998 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers 779
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Fig. 1 Block diagram il]ustrating the concept of a HORAM.
has the function of a multifocus holographic lens with
(h2) 2 foci. A second shutter array can be used to select one
of the foci of the multifocus lens. Hence at the output of the
block H 2, (h t× h2) 2 Fourier transforms of T will appear
one at a time at plane F since each time one of the Fourier
transforms is selected, it is accomplished by the opening of
one of each of the switches of the two shutter arrays. If one
applies a reference beam to interfere with the Fourier trans-
form, a holographic filter can be recorded at plane F. By
using each Fourier transform in the array to record one of
the images or 2-D data, a complete array of matched filters
can be recorded. For example, if two H blocks are used
with h i = 9 and h 2= 5, a minimum of (9 × 5) 2= 2025 Fou-
rier transforms of T can be stored at plane F if only one
Fourier transform is recorded at each point of the array.
Since holograms can be superpositioned, if each point is
used to record four Fourier transforms by angular multi-
plexing, over 10,000 matched filters can be recorded at
plane F. If h i = 33 and h2 = 7 and a single matched filter at
each focus is recorded, a total of 53,361 Fourier transforms
of T can be stored at plane F. In the preceding examples, if
the input data are images of human faces, then over 50,000
faces can be memorized in a HORAM. In the pattern rec-
ognition process, an input can be used to address all the
stored holographic filters and therefore auto- or heterocor-
relation signals can be obtained. On the other hand, by
switching the shutter in each of the H blocks to let only one
channel of the reference beam pass, one of the input images
or 2-D data becomes randomly accessible.
One possible implementation of the HORAM in a two-
stage architecture is to use a high-efficiency Dammann
phase grating _6'17 with a lens and a shutter for Ht, and a
muhifocus holographic lens Is (hololens) with a shutter for
H 2. The transmission of the Dammann grating can be de-
19scribed as
,(x,y)=[comb (_-_d, Za)- *g (x,y)]a(x,y), (t)
where * indicates the convolution operator; La is the period
of grating; g(x,y) is the shape of the individual groove;
and a(x,y) is the aperture, which in general is the incident
Gaussian profile of the laser beam. However, for simplicity,
the aperture is assumed to be open and uniform, so that
a(x,y) = 1. The Fourier transform of the grating 19 is
T(f, ,fy) = L,_[comb (L J, ,Ljy)]G(f._ ,f_.)
= E a - ,-
m=--ee /1=-o¢
(2)
where G(f, ,fy) is the Fourier transform of g(x,y), and
G(fx,fy) acts as a window function to attenuate those
peaks of E_,=_=E_=_=&(fx-m/Ld) &(fy-n/La) that are
not wanted. For a (2M+ 1)×(2M+l) array, we design
the grating in such a manner that ideally
1 Iml,lnl Ma(fxJ'y)= 0 ] l,lnl>M. (3)
With Eq. (3), Eq. (2) can be expressed as
T(.f,.fb= a y,- " a f ,- n (4)
m=-M n=_M
A traditional single-lens Dammann grating Fourier trans,"
form system is shown in Fig. 2.
A multifocus hololens _8 with its architecture and
tionality as shown in Fig. 3 can be used as the HOE in
Output
Multi-Focus Selection Array . !
HOE
put !
Laser Beam SLM !_i
Fig. 3 Architecture and functionality of the multifocus
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Fig. 4 Experimental setup of a HORAM system utilizing the cas-
cade of a Dammann grating and a multifocus hololens.
array at the focal plane of L 2, where shutter array 1 is
placed to-selectively let one order pass in the recording
process. The input pattern carried by the single diffraction
order is imaged by L 3 to pass through the multifocus lens
and is then Fourier transformed into the (2N+l)x (2N
+ 1) foci array at the focal plane of the hololens, where N
is the maximum diffraction order of the hololens. At the
focal plane, the selection shutter array 2 is placed to selec-
tively let one order to pass. Lenses L 4 and L 5 are used to
reimage the passed Fourier transform where a holographic
matched filter can be recorded. In the recording process, the
reference beam is collimated by a spatial filter and lens L
combination and is used to interfere with the Fourier trans-
form of the object beam at the matched filter plane. If one
let one object pass at each recording and let the reference
beam to interfere only with that order, a total of (2M
+ 1)2×(2N+ 1) 2 array of input data can be stored at the
focal plane of L 5, as shown in Fig. 4. The data/image for-
mation property of the HORAM shown in Fig. 4 is de-
scribed in the following.
of Fig. 1. The element was designed via a detailed Fourier
computation and diffraction analysis _9 such that it will
work as a lens with an array of foci. This multifocus holo-
lens is different from an array of microlenses because the
multifocus lens has a single aperture where the array of
microlenses form foci, each of which has its own aperture.
Therefore the multifocus hololens can be used to produce
an array of Fourier transforms of the same input image
where a microlens array cannot. For example, if the input to
the multifocus hololens is a single laser beam, the beam can
be directed to the array of foci with energy divided equally
among the foci. When the input is an image carried by the
collimated laser beam, in an ideal case, the multifocus
hololens will produce at its focal plane an array of repli-
cated Fourier transforms of the input. When one of the foci
passes through a selection array spatial filter (in the form of
small openings), it can be reimaged at the output plane.
Special spectral modulation can be performed at the focal
plane and image processing can be performed at the image
plane. This architecture is therefore highly versatile. More-
over, by properly cascading the two HOEs as described,
one can greatly increase the number of channels that can be
processed in parallel. For example, the interconnection ca-
pacity and computation speed can hardly competed with by
any other method.
The described HOEs can be invoked in an architecture,
as shown in Fig. 4, as one way to implement the concept
shown in Fig. 1. The architecture utilizes a cascaded com-
bination of a Dammann phase grating and a muhifocus
hololens. A laser beam from an argon ion laser is divided
into an object beam and a reference beam by a beamsplitter
(BS). The object beam is collimated by a spatial filter and
lens L_ combination. The collimated beam is used to illu-
minate the Dammann grating and the input transparency so
the output carries the input object. Lens L 2 is used to Fou-
rier transform the object-carrying input beam multiplied by
the transmittance of the Dammann grating into a (2M
+ 1) × (2M + 1) equal-intensity Fourier transform pattern
2.1 Amplitude Distribution at Plane P2 (Fourier
Transform Plane of L 2)
The object is illumined by an array of beams diffracted by
the Dammann grating. The overall transmittance may be
described as t(x,y)O(x,y), where t(x,y) and O(x,y) are
the transmittance functions of the Dammann grating and
the object, respectively. Assuming that the combined
grating-object is placed at one focal length in front of lens
L2, the result is an optically Fourier transformed array lo-
cated at the back focal plane P2 of L 2 . The beam ampli-
tude distribution at P2 can be represented by a (2M+ 1)
× (2M + 1) array of Fourier transform of the object by lens
L2:
A
S2(f._ ,f y)= _ F2[t(x,y)O(x,y)]
M M
A _ _ _(fm__a)Jhf2 ,nj=-M nd=-_,t
M M
A E E 8(fx -m'l
= jhf"-'-2:,.a=-M ,,: -M "-_]
× _5(fy- nc:l 5(.f, ,L,), (5)
where X is the wavelength of the laser, A is a constant
associated with the collimated laser input wave amplitude,
f2 is the focal length of lens L 2. IlL d is the period of the
Dammann Grating in frequency domain, and F,, denotes
the Fourier transform by lens L,,(n = 1,2,...),
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O(fx ,f_)= F2[O(x,Y)]
= f f O(x,y)exp [-j2w(f_+fyy)] _ dy,
(6)
where f_ and fy are the spatial frequencies: fx=x2/(hf2)
and fy = Y2 ](hf2) ; and (x 2 ,Y2) are points in plane P2. The
amplitude distribution at P2 can also be expressed in terms
of the position at plane P2:
x3 Y3 )U3(x3'Y3)=S3 hf3' h'-f3
x 3
(Xf2)(Xf3)
×0 -- -_3 x 3 , -- -_3 y 3 ,
(10)
x2 Y2 )U2(x2'Y2)=S2 hf2' h-f2
where
where
A(hf_)2 _ _ _x2-
-- J(kf2) md=-M na=-M W md
x f2
J(Xf2) h.f2' ,
J_d(f . ,f y)= F3{M a(x,Y)}"
(7)
R.3 Amplitude Distribution at the Fourier Plane of
the Holographic Lens
The holographic lens Fourier transforms the input
U3(x3 ,Y3) to a (2N+ 1) x (2N+ ] ) array of spectrum onto
its Fourier transform plane. The amplitude distribution is
Md(x2,Y2)=(hf2) 2 Z Z x2-"-_a md
rnd=-M nd=-M
X _(Y2-- _-f2 ,,_). (8)
An aperture can be placed at plane P2 with a selection
filter, which is set to select one of the (2M+1)×(2M
+ i ) equal-intensity diffraction orders.
2.2 Ampftude Distribution at Fourier Plane of Lens
L3
Lens L 3 is placed at distance ./'3 from plane P2. Due to the
input at plane P2, the amplitude distribution at the Fourier
plane of lens L3 can be written as
1
S3(f_2,fy 2) = _ F3[ U2(x2 ,Y2)]
A
(h f2) (h f3) F3{Md(x2'y2)*F2[O(x'Y)]}
A
(_.f2) (h f3 ) F3[Md(X2'Y2)]
× F3F2[O(x,y)]. (9)
The amplitude distribution Eq. (9) can also be expressed in
terms of the position at Fourier plane of lens L 3 , that is
782 Optical Engineering, Vot. 37 No. 3, March 1998
Sh(f x3,f y3)
N N1
J_.fh mh=-N nh=-N
*Fh[U3(x3 ,Y3)]
A(Xf2) 2
j(hf2)(hf 3)(hfh)
8 fy- nh
rrlh=-N nh=-N
f2
*Fh['_d( x3 _¢') ]*Fh[O( -f2 _3 Y3) ]
_'f3' "J3/J L _ f3 x3'-
A
j(hf2)(hf3)(hfh)
N N !il
mh=-N nh=-N
[_(*FhFa[Md(X 2,y2)]*FhF 3 0 , . (11)
The amplitude distribution [Eq. (11)] can also be ex-
pressed in terms of the position at the Fourier plane of the
holographic lens, that is
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Uh(Xh,Yh)
A(hf3)4(kfh) 2
j(hf2)(Xf3)(Xfh)
X _ _ fi Xh-- mh fi
mh=-,V nh=-N _ Yh-- _ nh
*M d --_hXh,--_hYh *0 x h,hf2fh
:3)Xf2fh Yh
- f3 Ym),.O( h___h Xm f3
' hf2fh
(15)
where (xm ,Ym) is a point at the matched filter plane. It can
be seen that the amplitude distribution at the matched filter
plane is proportional to a (NxN) with (MxM) array of
the Fourier transforms of the object
(ff(fx ,fy) = F[O(x,y)]
= f f O(x,y)exp[-j27r(f_+fyy)] dx dy,
A(hf3) 4
= - j(Xf2)(Xf3)(hfh) Mh(Xh ,Yh)
( f3 f3 ). (_ff( f3
• Md -- fh xh '-- fh Yh _'f2fh Xh'
f3 )hfzfh Yh , (12)
where fh is the focal length of the holographic lens, lit h is
the period of the holographic lens in the frequency domain,
and
N N( kfh )Mh(Xh,Yh)=(hfh) 2 E E S X h-
mh=-N nh=-N W ?nh
× 8( kfhyh- -_ nh). (13)
2.4 Light Amplitude Distribution at the Matched
Filter Plane
For simplicity, L 4 and L5 are selected as a pair of lenses
with the same focal length f4- Lens L 4 is placed at a dis-
tance f4 from the Fourier plane of the holographic lens and
lens L 5 is placed 2f4 from lens L4. The matched filter
plane is at the focal plane of lens L5. The amplitude dis-
tribution at the matched filter plane can be expressed as
where
f3 f3
f,= h--'_h Xr,, and f y= _--_h ym .
2.5 Recording of the Holographic Matched Filter
In the recording of the holographic matched filter, two se-
lection shutter arrays are placed at the plane P2 and at the
Fourier plane of the holographic lens, respectively. The
shutter arrays are set such that only one order each from the
Dammann grating and the holographic lens is selected to
pass. Once the order (m t ,nl) from Dammann grating and
the order (mE,n2) from holographic lens are selected, the
amplitude distribution at the matched filter plane, or Eq.
(15), becomes
Ura(Xm ,Ym) =
hfh
m(hf2)2(hf3)4(hfh)2 8(-x m- m2)J(h f 2)(hf 3)(hf h) W
x ,_ -- y,, -- --_h n2 . 8 x ,_-- --_d m 1
×s(f3 kS2 )\fh Y'- "_d nl
-( f3 f3 y 1]*Ot_ xm' hf2fh
1
Um(xm'Y_)= t./):X:4'_FsF4[Uh(Xh'Yh)]
f4 f4 Ym). (14)---vh(-T, x.,.- T,
Since f4=fs, we have
Um(x_ ,ym) = - Uh(-Xm,-y.,)
A(hf3) 4
= j(Xf2)(Xf3)(hfh)'Mh(--X ....--Ym)
or
= -jA(Xf2)(hf3)(Xfh)3fi( --xm----_hkfh m2 )
-Ym---_h f3Ld ml)
× S Ym- f3L""_ nl
- f3
xm, kfz['h (16)
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Fig. 5 Experimental demonstration: a 2025-channel (45× 45) Fou-
rier transform array at the plane F in Fig. 1 of a two-stage optical
RAM.
Um(xm,ym)= -JA (k f 2)(kf 3)(kf h)30( h-_ff_h2fl xro
f3 1 f3 f3
,)La nl ' (17)
where m I and n I range from -M to M and m 2 and n2
range from -N to N. Once (ml ,nl) and (m2,n2) are se-
lected by shutter arrays 1 and 2, only one Fourier transform
of the input image is recorded at matched filter plane. From
this analysis, we can see that the total number of channels
of the system is determined by the Dammann grating and
the holographic lens used.
3 Experimental Demonstration
To show the feasibility of the HORAM, a preliminary ex-
periment using the configuration shown in Fig. 4 was per-
formed. In the experiment, we used a Dammann grating
with M=4 (2M+ 1=9) and a 25-foci hololens with N
=2(2N+1=5). A 25-mW Spectra Physics Model 164
He-Ne laser was used as the input laser source. Focal
length of the lenses used in the system are fl = 10 cm, f2
= 20 cm, and f3 =f4 =f5 = 38 cm with corresponding aper-
tures of 4 and 5 cm for L l and L2 respectively, and 7.62 cm
for the SORL lenses L 3, L 4, and L 5, the focal length of
the hololens fh = 25.4 cm. The effective aperture used for
the input image is about 5 mm. The experimental output of
a two-stage HORAM at the mulplexed Fourier transform
array output plane of Fig. 4 is shown in Fig. 5. A total of
2025 Fourier transforms in a 2-D array of 45×45 foci
format has been obtained in an area of 2×2 cm at the
matched filter plane. Matched filters at a single focus and
several randomly selected focuses have been recorded and
the correlation signals have been observed.
Spatial Light
Modulator
Input Image
_r] _[ MuftbChannelCollimated Replication
Laser Beem U I HolographicElement
Holographic
Matched F_lter
Plane with
Electronically"
Controlled
Shutter Array
Correlation
Transform V Photo-Detector
Lens
(b}
Fig. 6 (a) Multichannel pattern recognition system reording archi-
tecture and (b) multichannel pattem recognitionsystemaddressing
architecture.
4 Optical Pattern Recognition and Computing
Methods Based on the HORAM
The HORAM has a broad range of applications. Based on
the multistage HORAM architecture, a few optical pattern
recognition and special-purpose optical computing methods
can be implemented as described next.
4.1 Multichannel Pattern Recognition System
The recording and addressing architecture of a multichan-
nel pattern recognition system are shown, respectively, in
Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). In Fig. 6(a), the object is presented to
the system via a spatial light modulator illuminated by a
collimated laser beam. The image is replicated in a similar
manner as that in the HORAM as described. The replicated
images form an array of Fourier transform patterns at the
holographic matched filter plan where the matched filters
can be made by using a single plane reference wave during
the image storage process. For each image, a shutter is open
to select one of the Fourier transform of the array. In the
addressing process, if an input object image is one of the
images stored, the output correlation signal will immedi-
ately reveal the answer. To give a numerical example, if the
same image is rotated five times and stored in the same
location of a matched filter, an array of 2000 would enable
10,000 images to be stored. The capacity of storage would
allow recognition of images with rotation and scale varia-
tions.
4.2 Multichannel Pattern Classification System
The recording and addressing architecture of a mu]tichan-
nel pattern classification system are shown, respectively, in
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Table 1 Desired SLM functional requirements.
Functional Features Desired Specifications
Space-bandwidth product 1042× 1042
Aperture dimensions (mm×mm) 5 × 5
Speed (frames/s) 1000
Dynamic range 100:1
Light efficiency 90%
Cost $100 or less
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Fig. 7 (a) Multichannel pattern classification system recording ar-
chitecture and (b) multichannel pattern classification system reord-
ingarchitecture.
Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). The recording and addressing processes
are similar to those described in Sec. 4.1. The major differ-
ence is that in this case, an orientation variable plane wave
is used for the image storage process. The images or fea-
tures belong to the same class is stored with a certain se-
lected orientation of the reference beam. In the addressing
process, if an input object image is one of the class of the
images stored, the position of the output correlation signal
will immediately reveal the class that the image belongs to.
For example, the I0,000 images of the example given in
Sec. 4.1 can be classified into I00 classes by using 100
reference waves each of which is oriented at a distinctive
angle.
4.3 Multichannel Pattern Restoration System
The recording and addressing architecture of a multichan-
nel pattern restoration system are shown in Fig. 8. A single
plane wave is used for all the image storage process similar
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Fig. 8 Multichannel pattern restoration system addressing architec-
ture.
to that of Fig. 6(a). In the image restoration process, the
object beam is shut off and the (i,j)'th stored object image
can be restored by using the same reference beam and elec-
tronically controlled selection shutters placed in front of the
output imaging lens. The image stored at the (i,j)'th
matched filter position will be holographically retrieved by
the recording reference beam. In this case, only one image
at each filter can be stored and recalled. The inverse Fourier
transform is performed by the lens placed after the matched
filter array. The restored image can be displaced at its focal
plane.
5 Discussion
The definition and functional requirements for a traditional
RAM have been realized electronically with impressive ac-
complishments and on-going progress in capacity, speed,
and compactness. The optical RAM described in this paper
is not intended to compete with the digital electronic RAM.
The optical RAM architecture can offer an unique feature
in high-speed parallel optical pattern recognition over an
extremely large database. However, to achieve the special-
purpose computing goals, technological advancement and
breakthroughs in some of the key optical components are
required. The challenges and opportunities in the research
and development of the components are now briefly dis-
cussed.
5.1 Laser Sources
It is desired to have a laser source comparable to a laser
diode in size with a power level comparable to that of an
argon ion laser. However, the laser diodes have very poor
coherent length and are not suitable for making holograms.
The diode-pumped solid state laser has high power output
but also lacks of coherence. Hence at the present time it is
necessary to use large-frame lasers as recording sources.
5.2 SLMs for Data Input
The SLM for the input in the optical RAM poses a chal-
lenge for device technology development. Many kinds of
SLMs have been developed. These include the Hughes liq-
uid crystal light valve, the microchannel plate SLM, the
microdeflection mirror SLM, the ferroelectric liquid crystal
SLM, and the liquid crystal television SLM. For high-speed
optical RAM operation, high-frame-rate SLMs with high
dynamic range, small size, and large numbers of pixels are
required. The desired functional requirements for the SLM
are listed in Table 1.
No single currently available SLM has all the desired
features, and the price of high-quality SLMs is too high to
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use to construct a practical optical RAM. The liquid crystal
television SLM is the only inexpensive SLM that meets the
low-cost requirement, but it has other limitations including
speed, contrast, and resolution.
5.3 Optical Lenses and Mirrors
To achieve optimum light utilization efficiency, Fourier op-
tical lenses and mirrors must be specifically designed and
fabricated. Ideally, a miniaturized optical system with an
input lens of an effective aperture of less than 5 x 5 mm
and with other components designed based on this aperture
is desired.
5.4 Shutter Arrays
A single-aperture mechanical shutter can be used to write
the input data into the memory. Mechanical shutters have
an aperture of 100% transmittance. The position of the
shutter can be precisely translated under the control of a
PC. An alternative method is to use a liquid crystal shutter
array. These shutters are available mostly in reflection
mode with high distinction ratios. In the addressing mode,
the shutters can be completely removed and hence will not
affect the performance of the memory retrieval or pattern
recognition functions.
5.5 Holographic Recording Materials
Candidates for real-time holographic recording materials
include nonlinear photorefractive crystals, photopolymers,
and thermoplastic materials. The recording sensitivity of
the thermoplastic material is comparable to that of silver
halide film. A simple and compact charging system must be
developed for the thermoplastic recording device. More
sensitive photorefractive and photopolymer materials must
be developed for large-capacity memory.
5.6 Output Detectors
Photodiodes can be used for the detection of a single output
signal. An array of output signals can be detected by a CCD
array. Large-array position determinable smart pixel de-
vices are required for pattern classification applications.
5.7 Light Budget Estimate, Speed, and Applications
Next, we make an estimate of the light budget for a two-
stage HORAM based on realizable optical components. As-
sume a laser power of 5 W is used. The collimating optics
reduces its power by a factor of 70%, the input SLM re-
duces its power by a factor of 90%, the Dammann grating
by 80%, the hololens by 50%, and each of the shutter ar-
rays by 50%. Since part of the beam is used by the refer-
ence beam, another factor of 90% will be multiplied, mis-
cellaneous light loss of the components is represented by a
factor of 70%. The overall factor is the multiplication of all
the factors. The resulting factor is about 4%. By dividing
the resulting light power by 2000, a maximum of 100/_W
is available for the recording of a single matched filter. The
same power level is available for retrieval. If the matched
filter has a 50% diffraction efficiency, the correlation signal
has an output of at most 50 #W, which is sufficient for the
detection devices. Based on this estimate, the power levels
will reach its limit if we have a 10,000-channel HORAM.
Input Micro*processor
Obiects Co(_trolCenter
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PartialNoisy Micrmpro_esso_
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Retrieved
Noise-free
Output
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Fig, 9 Examples of HORAM applications: (a) memory process and
(b) information retrieval.
The retrieval and processing speed is limited by that of
the input SLM. For a 10,000-channel HORAM, if all the
optimum values of the parameters are used and we assume
that the speed the input SLM is 1000 frames/s with 400
x 600 binary pixels, the processing speed is estimated to be
240 Gbits/s. This speed for pattern recognition is valuable
for certain specific applications.
With respect to the applications of these specific optical
computing methods, one example of these applications is
illustrated in Fig. 9. Figure 9(a) shows how memorization
is accomplished in the HORAM by placing the objects as
represented by the satellite and space shuttle in the view of
a video camera. Over tens of thousands of 2-D data can be
stored. Microprocessors can be used to control the random
access to any data set from the memory. After the HORAM
memorizes all the images presented to it, it becomes smart.
When an input such as a partial and noisy space shuttle, as
shown in Fig. 9(b), is presented to it, the HORAM can
recover and display at the output screen the perfectly re-
trieved image. In addition, the HORAM can be used to
recognize an input and tells us whether it belongs to the
memory. For example, if the fingerprints of FBI's most
wanted criminals are stored in the memory, the HORAM
can determine whether an arbitrary input fingerprint be-
longs to one of the criminals. The recognition can be ac-
complished remotely and the HORAM can make a decision
at the speed of light!
6 Conclusions
We have described a new technique of using multiple
stages of free-space interconnection holographic elements
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to implement a HORAM. We have demonstrated the tech-
nique with a memory capacity of over 2000 images. Poten-
tially, seemingly limited only by the laser power, tens of
thousands of images can be stored. Microprocessors can be
used to control the random access to any data set from the
memory. Each of the thousands of Fourier transforms in the
array can be used to record a matched filter of an input
image. Simultaneous optical pattern recognition and/or data
processing of the superlarge array means a computing
speed of the order of at least 10 _t bitsls. This speed is faster
than those obtainable by any other methods reported. For
example, if the fingerprints of FBI's most wanted criminals
are stored in the memory, the HORAM can determine
whether an arbitrary input fingerprint belongs to one of the
criminals. The recognition can be accomplished remotely
and the HORAM can make the decision at the speed of
light!
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